Discover “First” Wonders
Special 6 Class Series

Enjoy “6 weeks of wonder” and discover animals, colours, sensory
explorations, movement and more! This tailor made series is designed to
provide infants with “firsts”; first discoveries of what they can do and the
first opportunity to begin to wonder about the world around them...
Week 1: Wildlife Explorations
Children delve into the world of animals and habitats,
involving sensory bins with sand, leaves, ice, feathers and
an expedition into the world of animals through light, wind
and water bringing this week’s focus to life!
Week 2: A Rainbow in my Hands
Who says colour can only be seen? We make colour a
multi-sensory experience through tactile, visual and
olfactory experiences through scarf play, pom poms and
fresh fruit & flowers that brings an awareness to color that’s
meaningful and engaging.
Week 3: Pop, Squish, Bang...
Learning about cause and effect through interactions with
a variety of materials that offer different responses to force
and motion provides lots for infants to observe, feel and
hear. Crush watermelon cubes, bang on cold metal bowls
with spoons and ladles and understand how form can
change as infants apply pressure to play dough...

Week 4: Kicking, Pulling, Pinching - see what I can do!
As babies gain motor control, they enter into schematic
play that results in repetitive actions that help them test
theories about movement, trajectory and space. How
hard do I kick the balloon to reach my mummy? Why
does this crepe paper stick onto this window? Come
discover motor coordination, dexterity and
perseverance through space and motion!
Week 5: We’re going on a Bear Hunt. What’s a hunt?
Storytelling creates bonds that make for the fondest
memories and positive first experiences with early
literacy and language. We take inspiration from Michael
Rosen’s classic “We’re going on a bear hunt” recreating
the hunt through rhythm and tempo inviting children on
an adventure of spatial awareness...
Week 6: All my senses
A child’s senses are the faculties they use to start to
understand hard, soft, delicious, long, tall, thin, big,
small for example. By providing educationally rich
opportunities for tactile exploration we are supporting
children in making sense of the world around them,
making a connection with it and an understanding of it.
We wrap up this series as we listen, touch, squeeze,
smell and look our way through and with this wonderful
world!

All the Details
Who:

6 - 18 month olds

When:

5th July to 9th
August 2019

Time:

Fridays 11:15 - 12:15pm

Where:

Turf City & UE Square
locations

$240 per 6 class package
Includes 1 Drop In Session
or use current class packages.
UE Square, River Valley

83 Clemenceau Avenue, #01-35/36
UE Square Office Tower, Singapore, 239920
T +65 6235 2126
E UE@bluehouseinternational.com
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